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Introduction

What is this Field Guide about?

Welcome back. If you’re following our Campaign Field Guide series, you know each Field Guide covers 

one of the three main phases of successful campaign preparation. 

KNOW YOUR  

DONORS

PLAN YOUR  

CAMPAIGN

BUILD A  
COMMUNICATION 

STRATEGY

 

In the previous Know Your Donors Field Guide we covered the first step to preparing for your campaign: 

identifying your current and potential donors to effectively engage them. If you missed it, don’t worry. You 

can check it out here.

The next step of preparation is to build your campaign roadmap. In other words, you need to draft your 

campaign brief.

Though often overlooked, a campaign brief is an important tool for planning your campaign. It is a 

document that spells out the key details of a fundraising campaign, including its goals and the steps 

necessary to achieve them. It also identifies any gaps in your overall marketing or communication 

strategy and what you need to close them. 

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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In this Field Guide, we will do the following:

1. Explain the value of a campaign brief 

2. Take you step by step through a sample brief

3. Offer tips and best practices you should consider while planning your campaign

4. Provide a completed campaign brief for your own campaign

 

Onward!

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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Chapter 1
Understand the Campaign Brief.

A campaign brief is a central document that states the major facts about a campaign. It serves as a 

planning tool to help chisel out your campaign goals and key metrics, enabling you to stay on track the 

whole way through.

A well-crafted campaign brief allows you to do two major things:

• Stay focused on your campaign goals.  

Drafting a brief enables you to establish and 

stay focused on specific goals throughout 

your campaign. It also helps to shape your 

campaign’s overall marketing strategy to 

support these objectives. 

• Unify efforts across multiple teams.   

Fundraising campaigns are usually executed 

by multiple departments, so creating a brief helps keep everyone on the same page. This central 

document outlines the vision, goals, and guidelines that every team will stick to, aligning efforts across 

your organization.  

Who should create the brief?

Drafting a campaign brief is not a one-person job. A number of different teams typically help to carry 

out a fundraising campaign, so it’s extremely important that all campaign stakeholders create the brief 

together. This ensures that everyone agrees on the same goals, ideas, and expectations going into the 

campaign, preventing any miscommunication down the road. 

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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Your key stakeholders include anyone involved in the execution of your fundraising campaign. They 

might include the following individuals:

• Development/fundraising officer

• Web developer in charge of updating your website or campaign micro-site

• Graphic designer

• Social media manager 

• PR/marketing officer

• Staff member involved in donation processing/tracking 

Make sure to keep your brief clear and simple so that it helps you to stay organized and communicate 

the campaign to your entire staff. 

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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Chapter 2
Learn by example.

To help you master your own campaign brief, we’ve created this hypothetical example to show you how 

to structure your information. Keep an eye out for “Pro Tips” that can help you think through each section 

and inspire creative ways to upgrade your campaign.

After each section, use the space provided to fill in the information for your own campaign. Your answers 

will automatically fill into a complete campaign brief in Chapter 3. 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

Before planning a campaign, you need to understand its purpose. In this section, jot down why your 

organization is running this campaign, why people should care, and how it will help advance your cause. 

This way you have a clear understanding of how this campaign fits into your organization's  

broader mission. 

Trees provide homes and food to countless animals and people. This campaign aims to 

preserve our world’s forests and the wildlife and communities that inhabit them.

Now it's your turn.

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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CAMPAIGN DATES 

Maximize your chances of success by splitting your campaign launch into two phases: a soft launch 

and a hard launch.

A soft launch is a 1- to 2-week period during which you recruit core supporters into your campaign 

before opening it up to a wider audience. By reaching out to your biggest advocates and asking them to 

get involved first, you can build some initial momentum and social proof for your campaign before your 

public hard launch. This helps to create a frame of success that will encourage potential fundraisers to 

get involved and join your winning story.

PRO TIP

• End Date:

Soft Launch Hard Launch

March 18

April 29 (Arbor Day)

April 1• Start Dates:

Fill in your dates!

Soft Launch Hard Launch

• End Date:

• Start Dates:

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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GOALS 

Every campaign needs a specific goal to work toward, beyond just the monetary goal. Here, you should 

define exactly what the money raised will go toward. Are you funding a tangible service (e.g. three new 

schools), or a sum to be distributed more widely (e.g. funding overall operations for the next six months)? 

Specify the work that needs to be accomplished and calculate your monetary goal based on the need.

Make sure your campaign goal is realistic. Your supporters will be motivated to boost their fundraising 

efforts when they feel like they can actually help your campaign cross the finish line. If you’re running a 

peer-to-peer fundraising campaign, do some quick math to check if your goal is realistic:

1. Count your core supporters, active email list, and social media following. 

2. Estimate how many people will actually fundraise for your campaign.

3. Calculate how much each would have to raise to reach your initial campaign goal.

 

Is this a realistic figure for an individual fundraiser? If not, you should adjust your campaign goal.

• Monetary Goal [ Public ]:

• Monetary Goal [ Internal ]:

Plant 50,000 trees in the Amazon

$50,000

$75,000

• Outcome:

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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SUCCESS METRICS

Choosing a financial goal is critical, but it’s also important to specify other ways you will quantify 

campaign success. On top of your monetary target, define additional measurable goals you want your 

campaign to achieve. Here are a few sample benchmarks:

Acquire 250 new donors

Consider setting a public goal and an internal stretch goal.

While your public goal should be realistic, an internal stretch goal is a "reach" fundraising goal known 

only amongst your staff. This ambitious goal can inspire energy and creative thinking as your team 

administers the campaign. Your public goal might be $50,000, but perhaps your internal goal is 

$75,000. Don’t be afraid to raise your public goal once you near it.

PRO TIP

• Outcome:

• Monetary Goal [ Public ]:

• Monetary Goal [ Internal ]:

Alright, you're up!

Recruit 20 fundraisers to make personal campaign pages

Raise 25 percent more in total donations than last year

What will success look like to you?

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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THEME

Create a more cohesive and compelling experience for supporters by establishing a campaign theme. 

Your theme comprises your campaign’s basic marketing concept, including the campaign title and 

framework for your communications. When developing your theme, think about your campaign's 

background and significance, and your overall goal, to help you stay focused on what you're looking to 

achieve and how you want to achieve it.

Decide whether your campaign’s theme is outcome-driven or activity-driven. 

In outcome-driven campaigns, your actual campaign goal will frame the messaging you use to 

rally support. For example, if you’re funding 10 schools, then your campaign title, appeal copy, 

and campaign pages would focus on building those 10 schools. In activity-driven campaigns, your 

campaign messaging revolves around a fun or engaging activity to encourage involvement. An example 

of an activity-driven campaign would be a campaign that encourages fundraisers to shave their heads 

to raise money. When fundraisers take up a particular challenge, it can excite and motivate prospective 

donors to give.

PRO TIP

Campaign Title:

Campaign Title:

Outcome-Driven 

Outcome-Driven 

Description: 

Description: 

Activity-Driven

Activity-Driven

Description: 

Description: 

A Spring of Hope

Plant 50,000 trees

Determine your campaign's theme here.

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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KEY MESSAGE

This might sound similar to the campaign theme, but it’s not. While the theme keeps your messaging 

consistent, a clear, key message expresses your campaign’s purpose while motivating supporters to take 

action. Drawing from your campaign theme, goal, and background and significance, single out the main 

compelling idea you want to communicate to your supporters. To make it more effective, you can break 

down the message into the following elements.

“The Problem” should state clearly and precisely what is the problem you are trying to solve. “Sense of 

Urgency” should elicit an emotional response in your supporters. “Donor as Hero” should motivate your 

supporters to act.

The Amazon’s forests are threatened by deforestation.

Without the trees, critical habitat and resources are lost.

Help save your forests.

• Sense of Urgency:   

• Sense of Urgency:   

• Donor as Hero:  

• Donor as Hero:  

Develop your own key message.

• The Problem: 

• The Problem: 

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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TARGET AUDIENCES

The next step is to identify your target audiences and segment your communications to effectively 

engage your fundraising community. If you need help identifying your audiences, check out the Know 

Your Donors Field Guide to gain a solid understanding of your current and potential donor base.

In this section, you can list the different groups of supporters your campaign will target. Also note any 

special instructions or conditions you want to apply to your outreach.

Segment

Segment

Instructions / Conditions

Instructions / Conditions

Create custom donation forms for different donor segments. 

If you segment your donor database by past average gift amounts, you can whip up customized 

donation forms with tailored messaging and adjusted giving level options for each group. This way, you 

can try to upgrade certain cohorts of supporters, without inadvertently downgrading larger donors.

PRO TIP

List your target audiences segments and conditions.

Volunteers Recruit to fundraise during soft launch.

Donors (Less than $200) Donation form giving levels start at $75.

Large donors ($200+)

Recurring donors

Donation form giving levels start at $200.

Ask to give extra one-time gift.

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
http://hubs.ly/y0w_kd0
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CALLS TO ACTION 

Great calls to action tell supporters exactly what to do next. Map out what CTAs you want to use 

throughout the campaign. This will help you to figure out what materials you need in order to bridge any 

gaps in your communication strategy.

CTA

CTA

Destination

Destination

What calls to action will you use? And where will they go?

Fundraise Landing page to create personal fundraising page.

Donate Donation form

Read blog post

Share content

Blog

Video

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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CAMPAIGN ASSETS

Create a checklist of the major campaign assets you need to create your entire branding and 

communication strategy. This should include all the key assets you know your campaign can’t  

exist without.

Content Channel

Content Channel

Asset List

Asset List

Microsite Header image, copy, API calls

Fundraising Pages Header image, suggested copy, media images

Donation Form

Emails

Social Media

Blog Posts

Additional Ads

Background image, copy

Images, copy

Images (internal / fundraiser), suggested copy, videos

Header image, copy

Newsletter footer ad

Now list the content channels and assets that you'll need.

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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INCENTIVES

Incentives are a great way to energize supporters and get them to participate in your campaign. Talk to 

your team about the incentives you plan to offer—from free swag, to donation matching periods, to a 

website leaderboard that highlights top fundraisers. Also note when you plan to announce  

each incentive.

Incentive

Incentive

Announcement Date

Announcement Date

Website leaderboard of top fundraisers Hard Launch

Donation matching period up to $5,000 (Owens Family) Mid-Campaign

Each gift of $50 receives packet of seeds End of Campaign

While you can promote some incentives during your campaign launch, make sure to save a few for the 

middle of your campaign. 

Oftentimes, campaigns experience a lull in activity at the midway point, which is the perfect time to 

announce a new incentive and reinvigorate supporters.

PRO TIP

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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Chapter 3
Present your new Campaign Brief.

Congrats, you’ve completed your campaign brief! Now share it with the rest of your staff so everyone is 

on the same page.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

CAMPAIGN DATES 

GOALS

Soft Launch Hard Launch

• End Date:

• Start Dates:

• Outcome:

• Monetary Goal [ Public ]:

• Monetary Goal [ Internal ]:

SUCCESS METRICS

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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KEY MESSAGE

TARGET AUDIENCE

THEME

• Sense of Urgency:   

• Donor as Hero:  

• The Problem: 

Campaign Title:

Outcome-Driven Description: 

Activity-Driven Description: 

Segment Instructions / Conditions

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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CTA Destination

CALLS TO ACTION

CAMPAIGN ASSETS

INCENTIVES

Content Channel Asset List

Incentive Announcement Date

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650
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Conclusion

You’ve completed the Plan Your Campaign Field Guide, and earned your Plan Your Campaign badge. 

Hurrah!

Now that you’ve built your campaign brief, you’ll be able to zero in on your campaign goals. This 

roadmap will keep your entire staff focused on these objectives, helping your campaign to stay on 

course the entire time. You can also identify the tools you need to create a cohesive fundraising 

experience for your supporters.

With your brief in hand, you’re ready for the final stage of campaign preparation: developing your 

communication strategy. Our upcoming Build Your Communication Strategy Field Guide will walk you 

through this phase, so stay tuned!

P.S. If you've downloaded this Field Guide, the next installment will be automagically emailed to the same 

address. See you soon!

CONGRATULATIONS!

http://hubs.ly/y0wR650


Ready for the next step?

Now armed with your Plan Your 
Campaign badge, take it a step 
further and apply the best-in-class 
practices to build and execute your 
dream communications plan. 
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